In this article we extend the framework of execution of concurrent functions on different abstract levels from previous work with communication between the concurrent functions. Wec lassify the communications and identify problems that can occur with these communications. We present solutions for the problems based on encapsulation and abstraction to obtain correct behaviours. The result is that communication on a low levelo fa bstraction in the form of shared memory and message passing is dealt with on an higher levelofabstraction.
Introduction
In [1] we developed a framework of computational models at different levels of abstraction for the concurrent execution of functions. The development of the framework started with the traditional sequential execution model for functions from which a sequential computational model was obtained by abstracting from the details of function call implementation. Further abstraction from the way a function is scheduled for execution led to an abstract computational model that allows for the concurrent execution of functions ( Figure 1 ). 
Figure1. Framework of computational models
It showed that with abstraction and relaxing constraints a model for execution of functions can be obtained in which function scheduling plays a key role. This model has as a possible implementation inline scheduling, the original stack-based function execution model the development of the framework started with. But more important, this model allows for the concurrent executions of functions, and therefore it can be used as model for the implementation of concurrent software. The framework of computational models at different levels of abstraction can be used for further development of concurrent computational models that deal with the problems inherent with concurrency.
Concurrent execution of code allows for communication between the parts of code that are executed concurrently.T he communication can be done either through models using shared memory or by models using message passing. With message passing models communication is done by exchanging messages and shared memory communication is done by reading from and writing to memory that can be accessed by at least all parties in the communication. In this paper we extend the abstract model for concurrent execution of functions with communication between concurrent functions.
We classify communications between concurrent functions in direct and indirect, and in unidirectional and bidirectional. In the following we describe the different forms of communications and identify the problems that can occur with the communications. We describe solutions for dealing with these problems as abstract as possible as we are dealing with communications on a higher levelo fa bstraction than it is usually the case. The reason for dealing with communications on a high levelofabstraction is that we are only concerned with the essentials of the communication and not with the implementation details. Faithful implementations should behave the same as their abstract counterparts when abstracting from the inner details. These implementations should also prevent other concurrent functions from interfering with the inner details. Further,w ed escribe some special cases of communication and howt heyr elate to the forms of communications and the solutions already described.
Forms of Communication
Communications between concurrent functions can either be direct or indirect. With direct communication one function sends a message and another function receivesthe message. On the levelofabstraction we are working, the combination of the sending of the message and the receiving of the message between concurrent functions can be seen as a single indivisible action.
With indirect communication one function writes a message to a dedicated location and another function reads the message from that location. Indirect communication conversely can not be seen as an indivisible action as parts of the indirect communication may interfere with eachother.W elist some problems that can occur with indirect communication.
• If the write and read actions are divisible then these actions can interfere with each other.
• It is possible that a newmessage is written before the old message is read.
• If the location the messages are written to is accessible by other concurrent functions, interference from these functions is possible as well.
As opposed to unidirectional communications, bidirectional communication can occur between concurrent functions. Bidirectional communication between twof unctions consists of twou nidirectional communications. Bidirectional direct communication can lead to a deadlock when both function want to either write or read a message. Such a problem can be solved by using indirect communication with at least one of the unidirectional communications.
With bidirectional indirect communication interference between the twou nidirectional communications is possible when the same location for storing the messages is used. Messages can be overwritten before they are read. If that is not allowed, separate locations for storing the messages should be used for the two unidirectional communications. Of course when it is known that this is neverthe case sharing the location is an option, but one that is prone to errors by later alterations. If it is allowed, it means that messages do not have toberead. But then write actions from both sides can interfere with each other.
Solutions to Problems in Communications
The main problem with indirect communication is the interference between the read and write actions of the communication partners. Therefore, we first present a basic locking mechanism that guarantees exclusive access to the location used for storing the message. We then give solutions to the problems with unidirectional and bidirectional indirect communication based on this mechanism.
Basic Locking Mechanism
To avoid problems with using indirect communication between concurrent functions a mechanism is needed that prevents simultanous access to the location used for storing the messages. Apossibility for this is the use of a locking mechanism that operates in concurrencywith the communicating functions and that has twoactions associated with it, a lock action and an unlock action. Alock action givesexclusive access to a particular location, and an unlock action releases the exclusive access ( Figure 2 ). lock unlock read write
Figure2. Indirect communication with locking mechanism
Aread or a write action may only occur after a lock action and must be followed by an unlock action. This locking mechanism is commonly used in software, where it is implemented with twos emaphores using Dekker'salgorithm described in [2] .
Although this mechanism may work fine in a well disciplined environment, there still are problems with this mechanism since it does not prevent access to the location for storing the messages without using the mechanism. A solution to this is to use a locking mechanism that encapsulates the location. The encapsulation can be established by using a location that is only locally accessible instead of a location that is globally accessible (Figure 3 ). With this mechanism, a read or a write action can only takeplace when first a lock action has been done by the function that wants to read or write. So for writing a message into the location the sequence of actions lock -write -unlock and for reading a message from the location the sequence lock -read -unlock have to be performed.
Unidirectional Indirect Communication
In this section we describe the implementation of a mechanism for unidirectional indirect communication based on the basic locking mechanism from the previous section. We start with a mechanism that implements the basic communication actions, which we extend to a mechanism that fully implements unidirectional indirect communication.
Basic Communication Mechanism
When using the basic locking mechanism writing a message consists of the sequence of actions lock -write -unlock, and reading a message of the sequence lock -read -unlock. From the point of viewofthe writer and reader of the message these sequences can each be incorporated in a single action. Instead of implementing such actions on the side of the writer and reader,w ec an implement a mechanisme that provides these actions (Figure 4 ). That mechanism can at the same time encapsulate the basic locking mechanism to prevent access to it directly. When we abstract from the inner working of this mechanism, it is just another concurrent function with associated read and write actions. The form of communication with this function is unidirectional direct communication. Thus we can conclude that unidirectional indirect communication is built up from two unidirectional direct communications, one between the writer and the mechanism and one between the mechanism and the reader.
Status Based Communication
With unidirectional indirect communications only a read may be done when a message first has been written. And writing of the next message may only be done when the previous message has been read. The basic communication mechanism from the previous section does not have these constraints. To enforce these constraints, we have tok eep track of the status of the basic communication mechanism and only a write or a read based on the current status.
We add a status flag with associated actions set and get in order to see if a message can be written or that a message has to be read. We encapsulate the status flag and the basic communication mechanism to prevent interference by wrapping them in another mechanism. We can then abstract from the innerworking of this mechanism. Weare left with a mechanism that can only do a read action when a message has been written and only a write action when there has been no write yet or the message has been read. We provide the mechanism with an action for checking the status from outside the mechanism. 
Bidirectional Indirect Communication
When bidriectional indirect communication consist of twounidirectional indirect communications there are no additional problems and we solvethem as described above.W hen bidirectional indirect communication is built using only one location for storing the messages in both directions the same problems arise as with unidirectional indirect communication. There is only one additional problem, and that is the possibility of overwriting a message before it can be read due to interference of the communications in the two directions.
The solution to this problem is similar to the solution described above,but it is more complexsince nowthe twod irections of communication have tob et aken into account. We hav e to alter the possible number of states to makesure that a message can only be written when there is no message waiting to be read and that amessage can only be read by the one side it is intended for.
Special Cases
In this section we discuss soem special cases of communications and howthe mechanism from the previous sections can be used in these cases.
Last Message
It can be the case that the receiverofthe messages is not interested in all messages, but only the most recent one. With unidirectional indirect communication we can relax on the constraint that a message has to be read before another write of a message can takep lace. The receiverc an then ignore messages and the sender does not have tow ait for a message to be read before writing the next one. Depending on whether the involved parties want the check on the status of the communication mechanism, an implementation can either use the status based communication mechanim from section 3.2.2 or fall back to the basic communication mechanism from section 3.2.1.
As imilar thing can be done for bidirectional indirect communication with sharing of the location for the messages in both directions. But then we have tom akes ure that it is always possible to read the last message by holding on to the constraint that a message can only be written by a side if there is no message waiting to be read by this side. So a status is still needed and thuis we have tou se the status based communication mechanism.
Undirected Communication
If we dispose of all constraints with bidirectional indirect communication with sharing of the storage location for messages in both directions we get a form of communication that can be considered as undirected. All parties involved can write and read from the location at anyt ime. In this case the communication is not with eachother anymore, but with the storage location. This is what at a lowlev elof abstraction typically is meant by shared memory.I tc an be implemented with the basic communication mechanism.
In using undirected communication it can be required to generate a newm essage based on the latest available message. To makes ure the newm essage is based on the latest message and that there has not been written a newmessage in the meantime, it must be possible to lock the location during the process. A sequence of actions has to be lock -read -generate -write -unlock. So in this case, an implementation has to fall back to the basic locking mechanism from section 3.1.
Conclusions
We hav e extended the abstract computational model from our framework of computational models for the concurrent execution of functions with communication between the concurrent functions. Fort his, we classified the communications between concurrent functions in direct and indirect and in unidirectional and bidirectional. For the different kinds of communication we identified problems that can occur with these communications and we presented solutions for these problems. The solutions are based on encapsulating the area in which the problem occurs together with a mechanism that solves the problem. The encapsulation makes it possible to abstract from the innerworkings. The resulting mechanism can then easily be replaced with something else with the same behaviour.
We defined the basic locking mechanism that we use in our solutions. This mechanism itself is based on the locking mechanism commonly used in software, but through encapsulation and abstraction this is completely concealed.
Foru nidirectional indirect communication we defined the basic communication mechanism that encapsulates the basic locking mechanism. This basic communication mechanism is constrained into the status based communication that implements unidirectional indirect communication. The constraints are based on the states of the mechanism that indicate whether a read or a write is possible.
Bidirectional indirect communication consisting of twou nidirectional indirect communications that share the location for storing the messages in both directions can be implemented using a similar status based communication. But then the solutions is a bit more complexb ecause there are more possible states. Not only is it necessary to indicate whether a read or a write is possible, but also by which party involved in the communication.
Furthermore, we discussed some special cases of communication. These cases can be implemented using one of the defined mechanisms, or similar implementations with the same behaviour,d epending on the constraints that have tob ee nforced on the communications. Ap articular intriguing case is undirected communication whatat a lowlev elofabstraction is meant by shared memory communication. This can be implemented with the basic communication mechanism or the basic locking locking mechanism when control overthe locking mechanism itself is required.
When we abstract from the inner working of the mechanisms, these are just other concurrent functions among the other functions. The form of communication with these mechanisms is unidirectional direct communication. So we can conclude that, through our mechanisms, unidirectional indirect communication is built up from unidirectional direct communications.
